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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 
Trump to run for Speaker? (Interim Speaker ordered Pelosi out of 
her office forthwith — sent her an eviction notice!) Hillary is 
considering reprograming for what she calls “MAGA cult 
members.” Newsome injecting himself beyond his authority, again! 
is time meddling with the PEOPLE’S RIGHT OF CONSENT. 
Genital mutilation industry rooted in love of money. Well, I guess 
Biden thinks it’s time now to “BUILD THE WALL.” And then this 
note from ANON, I’ll call it WHAT TIME IT IS! And I’ll tell you 
for sure, I don’t think its time to get another VAX. 
Okay, my dear friends, it’s time for your BRAIN MASSAGE! 
[TRUTH] 
Trump to run for Speaker?  It’s true! As late as yesterday, Trump 1

talked like he was up for it — planned to travel to DC and said if 
they invited him to take the gavel, he would oblige.  But then, only 2

a few hours later, he endorsed Jim Jordan. [IBID] So that blew over 
rather quickly! I remember when there was a lot of buzz about 
Trump taking the gavel from Nancy — some were even going so far 

 9540.27.2-Trump considering trip to Congress before speakership election - Live 1

Updates - POLITICO https-//www.politico.com/live-updates/2023/10/05/congress/
trump-plans-trip-to-hill-00120160 (PDF formatted in a strange way. But this is source.)

 954.27.4-Trump says he'll travel to D.C. next week, take House speaker job if GOP 2

deadlocks https-//www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2023/10/05/trump-says-hell-
travel-to-d-c-next-week-as-house-decides-on-new-speaker/71074434007/
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as to make that a “prediction.” It would have been fun to watch 
Nancy hand the gavel to Trump — but, alas, it was not to be, mon 
cherie. (I think cherie means sweetheart, or dear one — mon cherie, 
my sweetheart —! Sometimes my brain supplies rhyme where I 
don’t need or want it! Of course, the Spirit uses a similar expression 
when speaking of the saints: “my beloved.” Okay, so it’s a French 
version of my beloved! 
According to House “rules,” so long as Trump is under indictment 
for felony charges carrying the potential sentence of two or more 
years, he is barred from holding office! It’s against the rules.  But 3

the rules are not laws — they are not enforceable and they have not 
been enforced consistently. Anyway, at this point, it’s a moot case: 
Trump has thrown his endorsement behind Jim Jordan. 
Scalise is singing the I can get consensus — no! I don’t think the 
guy that would attend a David Duke rally, and claim he is Duke 
without the baggage, is someone with some weights in his bag 
already — I think Jim Jordan is a much better known quantity. I’m 
with Trump on this one; I’m for Jim. 
Interim Speaker ordered Pelosi out of her office forthwith — sent 
her an eviction notice!  e Interim Speaker from North Carolina 4

no sooner picked up the Speaker’s gavel than he sent an eviction 
notice to Pelosi. He wrote: “Please vacate the space tomorrow, the 
room will be re-keyed.” Now that’s a pretty good start to his 
temporary job as Speaker.  

 954.27.3-House Rule 26/ How it impacts Trump as speaker nominee | khou https-//3

www.khou.com/article/news/verify/donald-trump/what-house-rules-say-trump-serving-
speaker-and-why-they-might-not-matter/536-91f5295b-
abb7-4d9a-8084-1e11170437cb

 954.16.1-Evicting Pelosi From Office One of McHenry's First Moves As Speaker 4

https-//www.businessinsider.com/evicting-pelosi-office-mchenry-first-moves-house-
speaker-mccarthy-ousting-2023-10
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Can you believe this? Listen to Hillary   5

[INSERT Hillary Calls For Deprogramming MAGA Cult — 
AUDIO—51 seconds]  
Can you believe this woman. Where do you start with the lies and 
distortions? I’ve watched this witch develop from the young atty 
who was fired by her boss, Jerry Zeifman, a life long old-school 
democrat, that still had some conscience remaining, believed it was 
wrong to LIE in order to advance a political agenda — Hillary 
Rodham, at the time, was on the committee to impeach Nixon, and 
Zeifman fired her and refused to give her a recommendation — he 
was asked why he fired Hillary and he said, “Because she was a 
liar!” He said she was an unethical, dishonest layer.” Her boss said, 
she “conspired to violate the Constitution, the rules of the House, 
the rules of the4 committee and the rules of confidentiality.”  What 6

did Hillary, Marshal, Doar, nd Nussbaum conspire to do? ey 
conspired to deny Richard Nixon the right to counsel during the 
investigation. She had already begun to drink deeply from the 
poisonous Alinsky’s cup — she already had dedicated her soul to 
the LIE and the FATHER OF IT — like her mentor, Saul Alinsky 
dedicated his book, “Rules for Radicals” to Lucifer, Hillary 
volunteered to be a mistress of darkness.  
You just heard her say she thinks the MAGA cult members need 
deprogramming!  
Her “little tail of extremism waving, you know, waging the dog of 
the Republican Party as it is today! e MAGA extremists take 
their marching orders from Donald Trump, who has no credibility 
le, in any measure, only in it for himself, he’s now defending 
himself in civil actions, and criminal actions, and when do they 

 954.31.1-"Hillary Clinton calls for Trump Supporters to be reeducated/ "At some point 5

maybe there needs to be a formal deprogramming of the cult members." https/t.co/
ao3foysSL4" / X https-//twitter.com/theblaze/status/1710119355244011829?s=20

 954.31.2-Hillary's Sordid Past/ Fired for "Lying, Unethical Behavior" - Truth And Action 6

https-//www.truthandaction.org/hillarys-sordid-past-fired-for-lying-unethical-behavior/
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break with him?” — ere is the agenda, folks! at’s their target — 
always has been. YOU!  
Because, you know, at some point, you know, maybe there needs to 
be a formal deprogramming of the cult members, but something 
needs to happen.”  7

You heard it, with your own ears folks! Out of the abundance of the 
heart the mouth speaketh — you can almost see the green sulfur 
puff like foul clouds from her mouth belched from the hellish fiend 
she serves. If you listen, and especially if you watch, Hillary is 
clearly signaling where they are willing to go with this argument 
between the right and the le. ey are willing to brand Americans 
that care about America as founded, that want prosperity for all 
Americans, that want America to be GREAT AGAIN — they will 
brand these people a terrorists. 
ey are conditioning you to think of free speech as a weapon of 
war—well, they have indeed weaponized free speech. ey are at 
war against every tenet of liberty we have cherished in this country: 
free speech, freedom of assembly (churches are non essential lock 
them down), freedom to redress government with our grievances 
(J6 protesters still sitting in jail, without bail or trial, for almost 
three years), freedom to question authority, freedom of conscience 
(you will not only recognize LGBTQ rights, you will afford to them 
special rights and privileges, special access to our children, you will 
not only tolerate their lewd and evil behavior, you will celebrate it, 
and you will participate in their delusions) and they will deny to us 
a free press, the government will presume to tell us what is true; 
talk about giving the hen house to the care of foxes — like Herod, 
whom Jesus called a fox, these politicians greedily salivate over the 
power to control what we hear and say — to keep us in their hen 
houses till we are plump for their slaughter — they have replaced 
the old wicked doctrine called the DIVINE RIGHT OF KINGS 

 https://twitter.com/theblaze/status/1710119355244011829?s=207
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with the DIVINE RIGHT OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS — they 
think they are “right” because they have power — they think 
“might makes right,” but we will remind them of what Abraham  
Lincoln affirmed, that RIGHT MAKES MIGHT! And the auxiliary 
truth: RIGHT MAKES FIGHT! I’ll conclude my first segment from 
some words from omas Jefferson: from Larson’s book, “e 
Essence of Jefferson,” page 38, “What country can preserve its 
liberties, if its rulers are not warned from time to time, that this 
people presrve the spirit of resistance? Let them take arms. e 
remedy is to set them right as to facts, pardon and pacify them. 
What signify a few lives lost in a century or two? e tree of Liberty 
must be refreshed from time to time, with the blood of patriots and 
tyrants. It is its natural manure.  
Beware! As Bongino explained, the prisoner’s dilemma  the 8

prisoner fears personal harm and so hesitates to band together with 
fellow prisoners and charge the guards whom they vastly 
outnumber. But this changes when the prisoner suddenly realizes 
they outnumber the guards, and learn to what extent they can trust 
one another to stand with them. Many are putting up with this only 
because they don’t know who is on their side — this is where the 
church comes in — actually, one of many places. I’ve got to go to 
break. Hold on through the break; I’ll be right back. 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
ey weaponize the DOJ with the FBI investigating Trump voters, 
literally treating them under the rules that were used for handling 

 954.0.2-Prisoner's Dilemma | Psychology Today https-//www.psychologytoday.com/8

us/basics/prisoners-dilemma
 5
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terrorists — using the same tools they used against ISIS — turning 
the weapons of justice against innocent American citizens. 
e DEEP STATE ESTABLISHMENT uses proxies to extend their 
Unconstitutional overreach into the lives of private citizens — they 
are testing our compliance — to test our level of resistance — 
something Jefferson talked about. when he said “What country can 
preserve its liberties., if its rulers are not warned from time to time, 
that THIS PEOPLE PRESERVE THE SPIRIT OF RESISTANCE?”  9

I know that most of my audience are professing Christians. You 
have regard for the Bible. Come on out to our GAP Conference, 
October 16-17. Monday night, 7 PM we begin — David Daniels, 
who worked along side of Jack Chick of Chick Publications for 
many years and carries on Jack’s ministry today — he will be our 
featured guest and we’ll be presenting TRUTH concerning the 
BIBLE — answering a lot of questions regarding the KJV debate — 
you are invited.  
If you have not got Let My People Breathe, stop by our church 
bookstore, or go to our website and order it today. Chapters 12-14 
powerfully explain the role of government in the lives of believers.  
We must stand in opposition to tyrants, to wicked rulers, and evil 
leaders. ere is no example given in the Bible of believers cow 
towing to wicked rulers. e opposite is true. 
If you are not a Christian, would you be interested in 
understanding why tyrants hate Christianity? ey will tolerate 
some other religions, but they all hate Christianity. 
ere is a reason the Spirit said, in Psalm 2, “e heathen rage, and 
the people imagine a vain thing … the kings of the earth set 
themselves, and the rulers take counsel together (THEY 
CONSPIRE), against the LORD, and against His anointed 

 Larson, Margin A. The Essence of Jefferson, Joseph J. Binns, Publisher, Washington - 9

New York, 1977, p. 38
 6
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(MESHIACH — Messiah, or CHRIST), saying, let us break their 
bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us” (Psalm 2:1-2). 
e Bible teaches that the kings of this earth are commanded to 
“kiss the Son, let He be angry, and ye perish from the way, when 
His wrath is kindled by a little.” (Psalm 2:12).  
You see, from the perspective of Christianity, Jesus is LORD, not 
Biden, or Newsome, or Pelosi — and HE IS AN AUTHORITY 
OVER THEM, and we are each one KINGS and PRIESTS unto 
GOD, with SOUL LIBERTY, RIGHTS endowed to us from our 
CREATOR AND NOT BEQUEATHED TO US BY THEIR 
LARGESSE — they demand an allegiance we cannot give them, 
they demand a subservience we reserve only to OUR GREAT AND 
ONLY POTENTATE SOVEREIGN KING — we have NO KING 
BUT JESUS, and no LORD BUT CHRIST. 
We bow not our knee to their idols, our knee is not theirs to 
command, our necks not their to yoke. We are FREEMEN in 
CHRIST, and our FREEDOMS ARE WARRANTED BY THE 
TRUTH, which makes us FREE. 
ey don’t like us because the spirit that operates in them knows 
what Spirit works in us. e prince of the power of the air, the spirit 
that works in the children of disobedience knows the SPIRIT IN 
US, the children of obedience to CHRIST, who name the name and 
depart from iniquity — who come under the power and authority 
of a LORD other than them — and a LORD that is OPPOSED TO 
THEM. 
ey get it. Even if many Christians do not. 
When the devils read Romans 13 they know exactly what it is 
saying. It took the Romans a little while to figure it out, but they 
finally heard what Paul was saying! 
All power (authority) is ordained by GOD — which puts all 
authorities UNDER GOD’s authority. 

 7
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e ordained powers are charged to execute wrath against evil 
doers, and reward the righteous. 
e devils know what is meant here, even if many Christians are 
blinded to it. Every devil knows that evil is defined within the 
BIBLE where the charter of power is given. Every devil knows that 
the righteous are defined likewise by biblical precept and principle.  
ey know this passage says no government authority that operates 
contrary to GOD is legitimate in the earth today. ey know what 
the BANDS of CORDS of CHRIST are and they hate them. 
e Bands and CORDS of Christ’s rule in the earth are HIS WORD 
and HIS SPIRIT. And these work together in perfect unity 
MAKING MAN FREE and REPROVING THE EVIL DEEDS OF 
WICKED MEN. 
e reason they hate genuine Christianity is that genuine 
Christianity has made allegiance of CHRIST above any man — and 
no man can rule them OUT FROM UNDER GOD. 
I need to conclude — listen. I challenge every business man 
listening to me, every City Councilperson, our Mayor, every 
medical professional — don’t become a proxy to the wicked godless 
CCP controlled shadow government usurping our government 
agencies and extending the oppressive policies of the Chines 
Communists int our land, infringing upon our Constitutionally 
recognized liberties — don’t let Beijing attack the citizens of our 
city using you as a proxy in their war against America. 
Stand up to this effort to take America under Tyranny. Our 
FREEDOMS meant something to those who fought and died to 
protect them — I’m almost glad my father-in-law is not here to see 
this, and my good friend, John Bullock — resting content in 
Heaven in the arms of Christ — glad he is not here to see what has 
been done to his beloved America—the country he fought for at 
great risk to his life during WWII. 

 8
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And now Newsome is injecting himself beyond his authority, again! 
is time meddling with the PEOPLE’S RIGHT OF CONSENT.  10

How dare that scoundrel, that wicked ruler — when Mayor he 
despised the will of the people of this State and granted same sex 
marriage licenses contrary to the LAW and he would dare to 
threaten Christians who oppose his wicked laws. May GOD judge 
him. I turn him over to Satan peradventure he will learn to humble 
himself under the KING JESUS CHRIST. And that he will learn not 
to blaspheme using Scripture to promote the murder of the unborn 
infant in the sanctuary of a mother’s womb. Remember that? And 
now he will arrogantly interfere with the PEOPLE’s RIGHT OF 
CONSENT by forbidding them to hand count ballots. 
He must protect the machines that protect his power in this state — 
I’ve said it over and again, that is the hill these devils will die on — 
and bless GOD, I mean to imply the double entendre — that is the 
hill upon which their hold on California will finally DIE. 
Expose the voter fraud, and the of the people’s voice in their vote. 
Newsome NEVER REGARDED THE VOICE OF THE PEOPEL 
OF CALIFORNIA — and I have no regard for his voice. He has no 
authority from GOD, what authority he has he has stolen — he is a 
thief and a liar like his father. 
We must get a genuine and honest election in this state, and then 
we will see where CA truly stands. I think CA is TRUMP 
COUNTRY. 
I’ll have to address Tucker’s exposure of the Genital mutilation 
industry, that it is rooted in love of money.  And Biden’s sudden 11

 954.33.1-Newsom Signs Law Limiting Ballot Hand Counting https-//townhall.com/10

tipsheet/madelineleesman/2023/10/06/california-counting-votes-law-n2629409

 954.2.1-(1) Elon Musk on X/ "Follow the money …" / X https-//twitter.com/elonmusk/11

status/1709701966362718645?s=20
 9
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flip on the immigration issue: so now he thinks it’s time now to 
“BUILD THE WALL.”    12 13

But let me read this note from ANON, I’ll call it WHAT TIME IT 
IS!  14

WHAT TIME IS IT?
Received from Joanie Green, a member of the Lighthouse, I asked who 
wrote it and she has not got back to me yet!

So, I guess I’ll have to call him, or her, Anon. But ANON has got it 
RIGHT ON!

Understand what time it is in America:
What time is it when…
• A citizen that loves his country, served it free of any charge for four 
years as President, is being prosecuted by Biden’s regime + multiple 
state level Democrats for bogus charges sometimes on made up laws.

• Every agency in government has been weaponized to investigate 
@elonmusk because he’s trying to level the playing field online to 
empower citizens

• Newsweek just broke the story that the FBI is both investigating 
Trump voters and treating them like terrorists by using the same types 
of tools they used against ISIS

• DHS and CISA used proxies to censor influencers like me and 
@charliekirk11 for opposing Democrats too effectively

 954.21.1-"BREAKING/ Biden says “immediate need” build a border wall https/t.co/12

OREJNUkWcl" / X https-//twitter.com/CollinRugg/status/1709728378339705099?s=20

 954.21.2-Biden says border walls don't work as administration bypasses laws to 13

build more barriers in South Texas | CNN Politics https-//www.cnn.com/2023/10/05/
politics/biden-administration-border-wall/index.html

 954.0.1-WHAT TIME IT IS14
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• Grandma’s (including one with cancer) who thought they were 
allowed in the Capitol after police waved them in were thrown in 
prison over January 6th despite zero violence 

• Soros DA’s are releasing pedophiles and criminals to carry out record 
crime

• Over 7 MILLION illegal immigrants have entered our country under 
Biden — Only 14 states have populations > 7.4M

• Schools are grooming kids about so called social justice, gender 
identity and sexual topics (including books with porn in them) while 
hiding all of it from parents

[• People fear saying they vote Republican despite Republicans 
winning the 2022 popular vote because they know they can lose their 
jobs over it or be ostracized

[• Doctors are giving kids sex changes with the full support of the 
White House including on children of our troops]

• Doctors lose their licenses over disagreeing with the narrative of the 
Democrats

[• Banks, Big Tech and online transaction services have banned 
prominent influencers for the crime of being conservative

[• Inflation and interest rates are destroying our economy in ways that 
we’ll be dealing with for over a decade]

[• 80-90% of Congress represent their own interests and lobbyists 
instead of people

• Big Tech companies manipulate what the public sees to sell the 
Democrat’s narrative

 11
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[• Soldiers were fired by the thousands for being conservatives who 
didn’t want the COVID jab — They even denied chaplains religious 
exemptions

• You are ostracized and punished [People are put through public 
struggle sessions] if [they] you say men can’t be women

[• The DOJ and Democrat DA’s are deploying lawfare to bankrupt 
prominent Trump officials and supporters — "the process is the 
punishment"

[• College kids won’t get into schools if they express any conservative 
views and many will be failed in classes if professors find out they’re 
conservative

• Parents were treated like terrorists by Merrick Garland and the DOJ 
for protesting school boards over COVID and the sexualization of 
children

• Professional programs to become doctors and nurses are adding steps 
to screen for ideology to eliminate conservatives: Many do it in sneaky 
ways (doctors do this with requirements to get the COVID vax in order 
to get a residency)

• Some states passed laws to take custody from parents who don’t 
affirm the new gender identity of their kids and even legalized kids 
running away to their state to get an abortion or sex change

• BLM and Antifa members received multi million dollar settlements 
after burning down cities with riots and looting for a year because 
they’re modern day brown shirts that the Democrats had to reward to 
ensure they do it again in the future

Our future is closer to Russia under Stalin, Cuba under Castro, China 
under Mao or Venezuela under Maduro than we are to the ideals of our 
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constitution. We’re living through the intentional destruction of the 
country we know and love. Why? Because communism never becomes 
reality without chaos, destruction and separating kids from their 
parents.

America won’t survive unless CHRIST’S DISCIPLES figure out who 
they ARE and how to use the POWER of the KEYS of the KINGDOM 
to EXERT CHRIST’S AUTHORITY IN THIS WORLD NOW  I 
ADDED THAT! But indeed, tis true that [Republican] Conservatives 
[politicians] must get serious and recognize how far down the road to 
hell we are going. It’s not time for Fox News hits where you get the one 
liner off that you hope to fundraise off of. It’s not time for another 
hearing that goes nowhere. It’s time to use EVERY lever of power you 
have to crush these new age communists and yes I mean communists.

It’s time to be ruthless.

And I’ll tell you for sure, I don’t think its time to get another VAX.  15

I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.

 954.17.1-"COVID vaccine has 1/800 severe adverse event rate  https-//twitter.com/15

kevinnbass/status/1709715787789848792?s=20
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